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SOME PROPERTIES OF WRONSKIAN IND-R SPACES OF THE TY!PE Q-L, I
In this paper we shall consider D-R spaces in the sense of [4], which satisfy an additional condition, namely the so-called Quasi-Leibniz condition (shortly: Q-L condition, cf. If d = 0 then we get the D-R space of the Leibniz type (see [3J). In the sequel we shall assume that d £ 0, and we shall write X or (X,D) instead of (X,D,R). We may do so, because all facts we are going to show do not depend upon R but only upon X and D. 
for all x.6 o5 D , 3 = 1,...,n where we write: C* = ' ,P l] f where |l,...,n|, 3 = 1,1 < n, ^ = (l,2,...,nj\61 for e cj.
The proof is by induction. 1°. Let n = 1 and let x,y e <0 D be arbitrarily fixed. Then D(x.y) = x«Dy+Dx»y+d»Dx«Dy by our assumption? (1).
Suppose that formula (2) holds for an arbitrarily fixed n > 1. Then for n+1 we get
for all x,y e D n+1, which was to be proved. In the sequel we shall assume that X has a unit e and we will consider a polynomial Q(D) of some special form. These conditions will be denoted by A1 and A2. So we have: (A1) (X,D ) is a D-R space of the type Q-L and X has a unit e.
2°. Let
(A2) The polynomial Q(D) is of the form
Our aim is to investigate the two following equations:
We shall try*to solve them using the method of Wronskian, which was applied in [2] for a D-R space of Leibniz type.
If the condition (A1 ) is fulfilled we get at once-». 
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In the case (E2) kerD = |o| and the theory becomes trivial, so in this paper we consider the case (E2), leaving the case (E3) to be considered in another paper.
Let A 6 L(X) and dim kerA ^ 0. Definition 2.
The determinant Proof; 1+ follows from (E1) that De = 0, so we have e e kerD. Corollary 2.
(19) dim kerD 3*1.
Proofs This is an immediate consequence of the condition (E1), for De = 0 and <e> = <e>yC kerD. Corollary 3. Let X Q be a D-modul in X. Then we have
Proofs If the elements z 1t ...,z m are generators for a D-modul X Q then they are D-linearly independent, hence linearly independent. Thus they belong to the basis of X Q . Similarly, as in [2] we obtain Theorem 2. Let the condition (A1) be satisfied and let be a fundamental system. Then there exists an operator Q(C) of order N, such that Assume that x = . ,+ZjjXjj. Then we infer that the Wronskian W(x 1 ,...,x H ,x) is equal zero, for we have 
Proof:
We can rewrite the formula (31) in the form:
To prove the first equality we need some lemmas. Lemma 1. Let e C^;, r , e c"" 1 be such that S, n r -, ^ 0. 1 n' n-1 n J. n-i Then there exists k such that k e 6', and n-l+1^k ^n. o o l o Let k 1 = . If k-| 4 then we take k 2 = k^-1 and so on. In this way after a finite number of steps we get the element k. e 6, such that k. + 1 e 6'-,. Thus T^fl©', ¿0, which contradicts with the assumption that fl = 0. Proof of Theorem 3: Let SJJ denote the set of all permutations of the set |i,2,...,n|, Proposition 1 and Lemmas 1 and 2 imply together that
<j, e ci j^i 
